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Abstract: Two field RNG experiments were conducted on the nights of October 1, 2016 and
September 30, 2017 – annual calendar dates marking the recently designated National Ghost
Hunting Day. On those particular nights, approximately 70 – 80 paranormal investigation teams
took part in the “World’s Largest Ghost Hunt,” a massively‐synchronized two‐hour event in which
the participating teams simultaneously conducted ghost hunts at a number of allegedly haunted
sites located in various regions around the world (namely the United States, Canada, Mexico,
Colombia, the United Kingdom, Ireland, the Netherlands, India, Malaysia, and Australia). Progress
and coordination between the individual teams was handled primarily through Internet live
streaming.
On both of these nights, data were sampled from a truly random number generator (RNG)
being run by the author over the course of the two‐hour event, and these data samples were
later combined with those collected by 12 – 13 other RNGs that were actively running in (or
relatively close to) the regional event areas as part of the Global Consciousness Project. The
combined data from both of these events resulted in a negative (or downward) deviation from
nominal randomness across the regional RNGs which was persistent enough to be statistically
significant overall (p = .989, equivalent to p = .011), with an odds ratio of nearly 100 to 1 against
chance. In contrast, matching control data taken a week before both events did not achieve
overall significance when combined and were only weakly suggestive, with odds of only about 11
to one. Although it is based on a relatively small amount of data and cannot yet be confidently
regarded as evidential at this point, this preliminary statistical finding is rather intriguing and
offers reason for thinking that similar kinds of massively‐coordinated events held on National
Ghost Hunting Day in the future may be worth studying further using field RNG techniques.

Introduction
Are humans capable of such an ability as psychokinesis (PK)? Over the course of the past eight
decades or so, parapsychologists have conducted a number of laboratory‐based experimental
studies aimed at addressing this intriguing question. Many early PK experiments had focused on
attempts to mentally influence the roll of dice, such that a particular number would come up
more often than would be expected by pure chance alone. More recently, the experiments have
involved attempts to influence the random sequence of binary numbers being produced by
electronic random number generators (RNGs) based on inherently unpredictable processes such
as radioactive decay or the noise generated by streams of electrons.
As a convenient analogy, this method of producing random binary number sequences
can be likened to flipping a series of electronic coins and seeing whether “heads” or “tails”
comes up on each flip. With the probability of each outcome being 50%, one would expect to
*
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voluntarily participated in the 2016 & 2017 “World’s Largest Ghost Hunt” events, and who thus served as the participants in the
experiments reported here.
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see roughly equal amounts of “heads” and “tails” being obtained over the course of a long series
of electronic coin flips. In PK experiments, people aim to upset this balance by willfully trying to
produce more “heads” or more “tails” than chance alone would expect. And indeed, statistical
analyses of these experiments generally do find very small but highly significant deviations from
chance which are in line with the willful intentions that people mentally put forth.1‐4 The most
extensive series of experiments along these lines was contributed by researchers affiliated with
the Princeton Engineering Anomalies Research (PEAR) laboratory at Princeton University, which
was active from 1979 to 2007.5 (For readable overviews of this line of research, see Refs. 6 – 9.)
Despite how small they tend to be, do these PK effects ever occur out in the real world?
And if so, could they be detected? To find out, parapsychologists began conducting “field RNG”
studies in which portable RNG devices would be taken out into the field and placed in proximity
to group‐oriented social events such as parties, concerts, ceremonies, and workshops.10‐12 In
each case, the researchers left the RNG to run silently in the background as the event
progressed, with the groups generally being unaware of its presence. Analysis of the resulting
data revealed statistical deviations from nominal randomness that were remarkably similar to
those observed in the lab‐based PK experiments, with the overall odds amounting to around
454,000 to one against chance (p = 2.2 × 10‐6).10 These results seemed to suggest that there was
indeed a PK‐related effect occurring within these group settings, which often appeared to be
correlated with the attentional focus, shared emotion, and/or social rapport among the group
members.11
To explore these group‐related PK effects on a broader scale, PEAR researcher Roger
Nelson and his colleagues went about establishing the Global Consciousness Project (GCP) in
August of 1998.13‐14 At the heart of the project is an Internet‐based network of RNGs running in
various locations around the world, continuously collecting multiple streams of random data
every second – 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. The main purpose of this constantly running
network is to look for statistical significant deviations from randomness within the network data
that occur in conjunction with notable world events. The notion underlying this is the
occurrence of a hypothesized “global consciousness” effect: When people around the world
collectively focus their attention and emotions on a particular event, the RNG network data will
become less random than expected by chance, possibly reflecting a group PK effect that may be
related to this mass coherence of attention and emotion. The GCP is an international
collaboration, involving some 70 researchers and volunteer RNG hosts worldwide. Currently,
between 20 and 30 RNGs are constantly running in the GCP’s global network on any given day,
and their random data samples are sent over the Internet at regular intervals to a central server
in Princeton, New Jersey, for archiving. Since it first began, the GCP has examined RNG network
data associated with 500 world events, and while the overall effect is quite small, it is associated
with an odds ratio of more than a trillion to one (Stouffer’s Z = 7.310, p = 1.3 × 10‐13).15
One question that often arises from this type of research is: “Are there any events which
seem particularly conducive to this group‐related PK effect?” One potentially affirmative answer
comes from public events which seek to bring large groups of people together at the same time
to promote a shared aim of world peace and harmony. Such events can include synchronous
group meditations, mass prayer rituals, and social demonstrations for peace. Examination of the
RNG data from the GCP’s global network for 120 such events indeed reveals a significant
deviation from randomness, with a combined odds ratio of about 6,000 to one (Stouffer’s Z =
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3.588, p = .000167).16 But apart from this one promising hint, the above question largely remains
to be an open one, and it seems sensible to try and examine various kinds of group‐related
events in an effort to formulate a better answer.
With this motivation in mind, the two field RNG experiments reported here were
conducted on the nights of October 1, 2016 and September 30, 2017 – calendar dates which
recently received the official designation of being National Ghost Hunting Day. On each of those
nights, approximately 70 – 80 paranormal investigation teams participated in a massively‐
synchronized event being promoted as “The World’s Largest Ghost Hunt,” in which they would
be simultaneously conducting group‐oriented ghost hunts at allegedly haunted sites located in
various regional areas around the world. On the basis of the findings from previous field RNG
studies, it was thought that this collective focus of intention and activity by the participating
teams might perhaps be conducive to a hypothesized “collective consciousness” effect, and the
field RNG experiments reported here were conducted to initially explore that possibility.
Experiment 1: 2016 World’s Largest Ghost Hunt
Participants
The participants in the initial experiment were presumed to be the individual members
comprising the approximately 70 paranormal teams voluntarily taking part in the inaugural
“World’s Largest Ghost Hunt” (WLGH) event, held on the night of October 1, 2016. Over the
course of the allotted two‐hour period of the event (see “Procedure” sub‐section below), each
team conducted their own group‐oriented ghost hunt at an allegedly haunted site that was
located in one of five geographic regional areas (the United States, the United Kingdom, Ireland,
Australia, and Colombia). The geographic regions where the various team ghost hunts were
synchronously taking place during the WLGH can be seen in the map shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. A map showing the approximate geographic locations of the allegedly haunted sites where the
group‐oriented ghost hunts were taking place during the inaugural “World’s Largest Ghost Hunt,” held on the night
of October 1, 2016. Source: National Ghost Hunting Day website (http://www.nationalghosthuntingday.com)
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It is also possible that any members of the broader general public who were interested in
the WLGH event and were observing its progress via Internet live streams (see “Procedure” sub‐
section below) could have also indirectly contributed to any “collective consciousness” effect
associated with the event, and may have thus served as additional unrecognized participants, as
well.
Apparatus
An electronic, truly random number generator manufactured by Orion/ICATT Interactive
Media (Amsterdam, the Netherlands) was used to produce random sequences of binary data at
a sampling rate of 200 bits per second. The sequences were collected in an automated fashion
through a serial port‐based RNG‐to‐PC connection using customized data sampling software
running on a Compaq Presario SR1265CL desktop PC located in the author’s home in
Albuquerque, New Mexico, USA.
The Orion RNG bases its source of randomness on electronic noise and is housed within a
specialized 15 × 30 × 40 millimeter metal casing that effectively shields the device’s circuit
against influences from any extraneous electromagnetic interference. As a basic check that the
device was operating properly and its output was nominally random, a series of calibration
sessions were run prior to its use in the field RNG experiments, in which 368,045 individual 200‐
bit samples were generated. The results of these calibration sessions (summarized in Figure 2;
top of next page), generally indicate that apart from slight varying kurtosis, the output of this
RNG device is well within range of the theoretically expected values for a binomial distribution.
Calibration tests performed by the manufacturer prior to shipment additionally ensure that this
type of device sufficiently passes the Marsaglia “Diehard” series of randomness tests.17
In addition, random sequences of binary data collected by a predefined and selected
subset of 12 RNGs of similar make and design that were running as part of the larger worldwide
network of 31 active RNGs being maintained by the Global Consciousness Project at the time of
the WLGH event were also used in the initial experiment. The reasoning for this is as follows:
Although it was billed as being an international event, it is clear from the map shown in Figure 1
that the majority of sites involved in the WLGH event were clustered in certain regional areas of
the world, rather than really being widely distributed all throughout. On the basis of that
observation, it was decided in advance that the analysis of the resulting random data from the
event should focus only on those RNGs in the GCP network which were located directly in (or at
reasonably close proximity to) the regional areas in question.
This decision was also based on a finding obtained in a recent evaluation of the GCP
database which suggested that, relative to major events which tend to engage a widespread
majority of the world’s population and exhibit widespread effects that appear to be distributed
across the entire GCP network, minor events which engage people only in certain countries or
regional areas tend to exhibit more localized effects among RNGs that are positioned in
geographic proximity to those minor events.18,p.270 Since the WLGH event tended to involve
people in certain regional areas of the world (as inferred from Figure 1), it was deemed to be a
relatively minor event. A detailed list of all the active RNGs selected to be in the subset based on
their being located within (or reasonably close to) three of the five regional WLGH event areas
can be found in Table 1 (bottom of next page).
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Figure 2. Results summary for the series of calibration sessions run with the Orion RNG device used by the
author in the two field RNG experiments reported here. (For reference, the theoretically expected values are mean:
100, SD: 7.071, variance: 50, kurtosis: ‐0.01, skewness: 0.000).

Table 1. List of the 13 Regional RNGs Used in Experiment 1 (National Ghost Hunting Day 2016)
RNG ID

Regional Location

RNG Type

Hosted By

1

Princeton, New Jersey, USA

Mindsong

Roger Nelson

103

Austin, Texas, USA

Mindsong

Gary Heseltine

1021

Santa Clara, California, USA

Orion

Mike Cheponis

1223

Asheville, North Carolina, USA

Orion

Richard Wallace

2000

Oconomowoc, Wisconsin, USA

Orion

Paul Bethke

2002

Strongsville, Ohio, USA

Orion

Rick Berger

2178

Boulder Creek, California, USA

Mindsong

Tom Beckman, Mike Atkinson

2220

Gibsonburg, Ohio, USA

Mindsong

Nick Reiter, Lori Schillig

2232

Perth, Western Australia

Orion

Simon Collins

2241

Little Rock, Arkansas, USA

Orion

Larry Flaxman

3101

Boulder Creek, California, USA

Araneus Alea I

Mike Atkinson

3104

Lewes, East Susses, United Kingdom

Araneus Alea I

Mike Atkinson/Global Coherence
Initiative

ABQ

Albuquerque, New Mexico, USA

Orion

Bryan Williams

The first 12 RNGs listed in the table are all active nodes in the GCP’s global network
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Procedure
According to information made available on the National Ghost Hunting Day website
(http://www.nationalghosthuntingday.com), the allotted two‐hour time period for the inaugural
WLGH event was pre‐specified as being 10:00 P.M. – 12:00 A.M. Eastern Time on October 1,
2016 (02:00 – 04:00 UTC Oct. 2), with the beginning of the event being officially signaled by a
shotgun start given at the event’s designated command center located in Lexington, Kentucky,
USA. Synchronized coordination and progress monitoring of the participating teams over the
course of the two‐hour WLGH event period was achieved primarily through live Internet video
streams that were being broadcast from several of the alleged haunt sites where the teams
were located, via links from respective team pages as well as a dedicated event page found on
the social media website Facebook.19 This live streaming approach also allowed interested
members of the general public to observe any aspect of the live synchronized WLGH event in
progress for themselves.
About two hours prior to the start of the event, the author set up his Orion RNG to
continuously collect 200‐bits of random data per second throughout the course of the allotted
two‐hour WLGH event period specified above. The data sampling program was checked a few
minutes after being started to ensure that data were being properly collected, and then the
operating PC’s monitor was shut off for the duration of the event period to minimize any pre‐
observation of the data. A written log of the approximate timing of any notable moments or
transitions during the event was kept by the author as he observed the live Internet video
stream of the event from a separate PC. Following the end of the event, the raw data samples
collected by the author’s RNG were saved to the PC’s hard drive as a comma‐separated values
(CSV) file.
Several days after the event was over, the author downloaded a CSV data file containing
the individual series of raw 200‐bit samples that had been randomly generated during the same
two‐hour WLGH event period specified above by each of the 31 RNGs that were actively running
in the GCP’s globally‐distributed network, via the “Custom Data Extract” page found on the GCP
website.20 The raw samples in each series were auto‐checked for any artifacts indicative of a
malfunctioning RNG, and then the individual series collected by each of the 12 GCP‐related
regional RNGs in the selected subset listed in Table 1 were identified and extracted from the
data file (any regional RNGs which had no data to report were excluded). The data from these 12
GCP‐related regional RNGs were then combined with the author’s own RNG samples for analysis
(see below).
One week prior to the WLGH event, the author had also set up his Orion RNG to collect a
matching parallel set of 200‐bit sample data to act as a secondary control for comparison. This
set of control data was collected during the same parallel two‐hour event period specified above
for the WLGH event, only off‐set in time by seven days. Several days afterward, the author
downloaded the corresponding CSV file containing the raw data samples that had been collected
by each of the 29 RNGs that were actively running in the GCP’s global network during the
parallel two‐hour control period one week prior to the WLGH event. After being checked for
artifacts, the individual data series from each of the 12 GCP‐related regional RNGs listed in Table
1 were identified and extracted from the file and combined with the author’s parallel RNG data
to act as the corresponding set of control data.
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Analysis
Analysis of the WLGH data closely followed the approach developed over the course of
other field RNG studies10‐12 and commonly used by the GCP,13‐14 involving a cumulative measure
of the network variance across all 13 RNGs over time: Each of the random samples generated
each second by each of the RNGs over the two‐hour event period is first normalized as a z‐score
of the form z = (x – μ)/σ, where x is the individual RNG sample for a given second, μ is the
theoretical mean for a binomial distribution (100), and σ is the standard deviation (= SQRT[npq]
= SQRT[200 × .5 × .5] = 7.071). To obtain an overall value for each second, the z‐scores for a
given second are then collectively signal‐averaged across all 13 RNGs by creating a Stouffer’s Z‐
score of the form
N

Z = ∑ zi / N
i

where zi is the z‐score for the ith RNG, and N is the total number of z‐scores being signal‐
averaged per second. The resulting Z‐score is then squared to produce a deviation value with
one degree of freedom that is Chi‐square distributed. Since Chi‐square values are additive, these
squared z‐scores can be cumulatively summed across the individual seconds of the entire two‐
hour event period, with df = 7200 (the total number of seconds). This analytical approach
effectively responds to the variability among the RNGs. The parallel series of control RNG data
were also analyzed in the same manner.
Results
To get a general sense of what the analyzed data from the RNGs would theoretically be
expected to look like under most ordinary, everyday conditions (with no group PK effect
presumably being present), an illustrative example graph is shown in Figure 3 (top of next page).
It can be seen that the RNG data (represented by the jagged blue trace) generally conform well
to expectation, exhibiting a nominal “random walk” around the expectation line of zero (the flat
pink horizontal line). The curved red arcs that can be seen above and below the expectation line
in the graph represent the standard thresholds for statistical significance (at odds of 20 to 1
against chance) as they progressively build as time passes.
It should be mentioned that the RNG data do not always conform as ideally to theoretical
expectation as they do in Figure 3. This is because variability in the random noise inherent in the
RNG output can at times lead to random “drifts” from expectation that are expected to occur
purely by chance; slight hints of such expected “drift” can actually be seen at a fine scale in the
data shown in Figure 3, at around data trial points 501 and 1501. Though most are short‐lived,
occasionally these random “drifts” can be persistent enough that they do approach (or even
exceed) the significance threshold (the curved red arcs) for a time – another thing we should
expect to happen purely by chance from time‐to‐time. This becomes an important issue to
consider when trying to interpret the RNG results from a relatively smaller number of events
(see the “Discussion” section).
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Figure 3. General illustrative example of what the RNG data would theoretically be expected to look like
under ordinary, everyday conditions, with no group PK effect presumably being present.

The example RNG data shown in Figure 3 can be visually compared to those shown in
Figure 4, which displays the actual data collected by the subset of 13 regional RNGs during the
allotted two‐hour WLGH event period.

Figure 4. Graphical representation of the data from the subset of 13 regional RNGs actively running in (or
near) the regional event areas corresponding to the ghost hunts being synchronously held at allegedly haunted sites
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during the specified two‐hour event period for the inaugural “World’s Largest Ghost Hunt” on the night of October
1, 2016. The curved red arcs indicate the threshold of statistical significance (at odds of 20 to 1 against chance) as
time passes.

Compared to the example data shown in Figure 3, the actual RNG data associated with
the WLGH event exhibit a slight trend away from nominal randomness in the negative (or
downward) direction. At best, this result can only be considered weakly suggestive overall by
statistical standards, being associated with an odds ratio of about 12 to one against chance (χ2 =
7033.89, 7200 df, p = .918, equivalent to p = .082; associated z = ‐1.388).21
The result for the matching parallel series of control RNG data collected one week prior
to the WLGH event can be seen in Figure 5. In contrast to the actual WGLH event data, these
control data amount to an overall result that is well within the range of chance, with odds of
only about three to one (χ2 = 7244.45, 7200 df, p = .354, associated z = 0.374).21

Figure 5. Graphical representation of the parallel set of control data from the subset of 13 regional RNGs
running in (or near) the regional event areas one week prior to the actual “World’s Largest Ghost Hunt” event.

While only being preliminary, the somewhat suggestive result in the negative direction
obtained with the actual RNG data associated with the WLGH event seemed to offer at least
some hint that further examination of the WLGH event would be worth pursuing in order to see
if more promising results might emerge. For this reason, the experiment repeated during the
second WLGH event held the following year.
Experiment 2: 2017 World’s Largest Ghost Hunt
The follow‐up experiment conducted during the next WLGH event in 2017 was a close
replication of Experiment 1, and was specifically intended to test a pre‐specified formal
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hypothesis that had been formulated on the basis of the preliminary results obtained during the
previous year’s WLGH event.
Participants
The participants in the second experiment were presumed to be the individual members
comprising the approximately 80 paranormal teams that were voluntarily taking part in the
second WLGH event, held on the night of September 30, 2017. Over the course of the allotted
two‐hour period of the event (see “Procedure” sub‐section), each team conducted their own
group‐oriented ghost hunt at an allegedly haunted site that was located in one of nine
geographic regional areas (the United States, Canada, Mexico, the United Kingdom, Ireland, the
Netherlands, India, Malaysia, and Australia). The geographic regions where the various team
ghost hunts were synchronously taking place during the second WLGH can be seen in the map
shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6. A map showing the approximate geographic locations of the allegedly haunted sites where the
group‐oriented ghost hunts were taking place during the Second “World’s Largest Ghost Hunt,” held on the night of
September 30, 2017. Source: National Ghost Hunting Day website (http://www.nationalghosthuntingday.com)

As before, it is possible that any members of the broader general public who were
interested in the second WLGH event and were observing its progress via Internet live streams
(see “Procedure” sub‐section below) could have indirectly contributed to any “collective
consciousness” effect associated with the event, and may have thus served as additional
unrecognized participants.
Apparatus
The same Orion random number generator that the author had used in Experiment 1
was again utilized in the follow‐up experiment to produce random sequences of binary data at a
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sampling rate of 200 bits per second. As before, the sequences were collected in an automated
fashion through a serial port‐based RNG‐to‐PC connection interface with the same Compaq
Presario SR1265CL desktop PC located in the author’s home in Albuquerque, New Mexico, USA.
The random sequences collected by a predefined and selected subset of regional RNGs
that were actively running in the GCP’s worldwide network of 26 RNGs at the time of the second
WLGH event were again used in the follow‐up experiment, as well. This subset contained nearly
the same RNGs included in the first subset (Table 1), but also contained some additional ones
since a few regional event areas were added in the second WLGH event (Figure 6). A detailed list
of all the active RNGs selected to be in the subset based on their being located within (or
reasonably close to) four of the nine regional WLGH event areas is given in Table 2.
Table 2. List of the 14 Regional RNGs Used in Experiment 2 (National Ghost Hunting Day 2017)
RNG ID

Regional Location

RNG Type

Hosted By

1

Princeton, New Jersey, USA

Mindsong

Roger Nelson

103

Austin, Texas, USA

Mindsong

Gary Heseltine

226

Brampton, Ontario, Canada

Mindsong

Steve Quinn

1223

Asheville, North Carolina, USA

Orion

Richard Wallace

2000

Oconomowoc, Wisconsin, USA

Orion

Paul Bethke

2002

Strongsville, Ohio, USA

Orion

Rick Berger

2178

Boulder Creek, California, USA

Mindsong

Tom Beckman, Mike Atkinson

2220

Gibsonburg, Ohio, USA

Mindsong

Nick Reiter, Lori Schillig

2232

Perth, Western Australia

Orion

Simon Collins

2241

Little Rock, Arkansas, USA

Orion

Larry Flaxman

2250

Ottawa, Ontario, Canada

Orion

William Treurniet

3101

Boulder Creek, California, USA

Araneus Alea I

Mike Atkinson

3247

West Fork, Arkansas, USA

Orion

David Bercaw

ABQ

Albuquerque, New Mexico, USA

Orion

Bryan Williams

The first 13 RNGs listed in the table are all active nodes in the GCP’s global network

Procedure
According to information made available on the National Ghost Hunting Day website
(http://www.nationalghosthuntingday.com), the allotted two‐hour time period for the second
WLGH event was pre‐specified as being 10:00 P.M. – 12:00 A.M. Eastern Time on September 30,
2017 (02:00 – 04:00 UTC Oct. 1), with the beginning of the event being officially signaled by a
shotgun start being jointly given at the event’s two designated command centers located in
Baraboo, Wisconsin, USA, and Easton, Pennsylvania, USA. Synchronized coordination and
progress monitoring of the participating teams over the course of the two‐hour event period
was handled through a special online interface via the OnStream Media networking portal, as
well as live Internet video streams linked from the respective pages of the participating teams
and the dedicated National Ghost Hunting Day page found on the social media website
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Facebook.19 This allowed interest members of the general public to once again observe several
aspects of the event while it was in progress.
Approximately four hours prior to the start of the second WLGH event, the author posted
a Note on his personal Facebook page which gave the details of a pre‐specified hypothesis that
would be tested using the RNG data collected during the event.22 On the basis of the negative
trend observed in the RNG data from the first WLGH event, the hypothesis specifically predicted
that the RNG data collected during the second WLGH event would also exhibit a trend in the
negative (or downward) direction that would be statistically significant overall.
The author followed the same basic procedure outlined for Experiment 1, setting up his
Orion RNG approximately 90 minutes prior to the start of the specified two‐hour WLGH event
period. Once the data sample program was checked to ensure the RNG data samples were being
properly collected, the operating PC’s monitor was turned off for the duration of the event
period to minimize any pre‐observation of the data. A written time log of any notable moments
or transitions during the event itself was kept by the author as he observed the live Internet
video streams of the second WLGH event on a separate PC.
Several days afterward, the author downloaded the associated CSV file containing the
raw data collected by the 26 RNGs that had been running in the GCP’s worldwide network on
the night of the event via the “Custom Data Extract” page on the GCP website. The data were
checked for artifacts, and then the data series from each of the 13 GCP‐related regional RNGs in
the selected subset listed in Table 2 were identified and extracted from the file (any regional
RNGs which had no data to report were again excluded). The data from this subset of 13 GCP‐
related regional RNGs were then combined with the author’s own RNG samples for analysis.
To again act as a secondary control comparison, the author set up his Orion RNG to
collect a matching parallel set of data one week before the second WLGH event took place.
Several days afterward, the corresponding CSV file containing the raw data from the 26 RNGs
running in the GCP network one week before the event was downloaded, as well. After being
checked for artifacts, the individual data series from each of the 13 GCP‐related regional RNGs
listed in Table 2 were identified and extracted from the CSV file and combined with the author’s
parallel RNG data to act as the corresponding set of control data.
Analysis
The approach to analyzing the resulting second WLGH event data and matching parallel
control data was the same as that used in Experiment 1.
Results
Figure 7 shows the resulting data from the set of 14 regional RNGs running during the
specified two‐hour period of the second WLGH event. Like the preliminary result obtained with
the actual WLGH data from Experiment 1, the data from the second WLGH event display a
negative (or downward) trend that is persistent enough to be significant overall (χ2 = 6997.06,
7200 df, p = .955, equivalent to p = .045; associated z = ‐1.699), with odds of 22 to one against
chance. This result supports the hypothesis prediction that was made in advance.
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Figure 7. Graphical representation of the data from the subset of 14 regional RNGs actively running in (or
near) the regional event areas corresponding to the ghost hunts being synchronously held at allegedly haunted sites
during the specified two‐hour event period for the second “World’s Largest Ghost Hunt” on the night of September
30, 2017.

The result for the matching parallel series of control RNG data collected one week prior
to the second WLGH event can be seen in Figure 8 (top of next page). These control data also
exhibit a negative (or downward trend) that, while not being significant, are at least statistically
suggestive overall, with odds of about 16 to one against chance (χ2 = 7016.11, 7200 df, p = .938,
equivalent to p = .062; associated z = ‐1.538). This would be in line with the expectation that one
should see occasional departures from nominal randomness in the RNG data from time‐to‐time
due to random “drift” in the RNG output, as mentioned.
Combined Results: 2016 & 2017 World’s Largest Ghost Hunts
A particularly important finding which has emerged from evaluation of the formal event
database collected by the GCP is the indication that the mean z‐score across the individual
events is quite small, being only about 0.33 or so.14,18 This suggests that the effects on the level
of each individual event are also likely to be quite small, which may make it quite difficult (on
the level of each individual event) to reliably distinguish a genuine effect “signal” from the sea of
random “noise” that regularly permeates the RNG data. On that basis, it might be argued that
perhaps a better approach to testing the broader “collective consciousness” hypothesis during a
particular type of event would be to examine the collectively compounded results from multiple
repeated RNG measures of that particular event over time. Following that approach, Figure 9
shows the signal‐averaged data across both of the two WLGH events that have been held so far,
along with the signal‐averaged set of matching parallel control data for comparison.
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Figure 8. Graphical representation of the parallel set of control data from the subset of 14 regional RNGs
running in (or near) the regional event areas one week prior to the second “World’s Largest Ghost Hunt” event.

Figure 9. Comparison of the combined 2016 & 2017 regional RNG results for both the actual “World’s
Largest Ghost Hunt” event data (WLGH; dark blue trace) and the matching parallel sets of control data taken one
week prior to the two WLGH events (light yellow‐green trace).
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As a supplemental exploratory hypothesis, the author had also predicted in advance (in
the posted Note22 mentioned previously) that the combined result for the two WLGH events
would also exhibit a negative (or downward) deviation from nominal randomness. The
persistent negative trend observed for the combined WLGH data seen in Figure 9 is consistent
with this hypothesis, although one may also notice that the combined result for the matching
parallel series of control data also exhibits a trend in the same direction, which skirts the
significance threshold.
But what are of particular interest here are the statistical results based on the terminal
(or end) result values, as those represent composite overall RNG outcome. In the case of the
combined WLGH data, the terminal result is persistent enough in the negative direction to
achieve statistical significance (χ2 = 6924.86, 7200 df, p = .989, equivalent to p = .011; associated
z = ‐2.311), with a conservative odds ratio of nearly 100 to one against chance (technically, it is
91 to one). In contrast, the terminal result for the matching parallel series of control data does
not achieve significance when those data are combined, and was only weakly suggestive at best
(χ2 = 7043.37, 7200 df, p = .905, equivalent to p = .095; associated z = ‐1.308), with an odds ratio
of only about 11 to one.
Discussion
The overall statistical result that has been obtained to date with the regional RNG data
collected during the “World’s Largest Ghost Hunt” event is rather intriguing. In the two
measures that have been taken so far of this event, negative (or downward) deviations from
nominal randomness were found that were persistent enough to be significant at odds of nearly
100 to one against chance when the measures are combined. On the surface, this result appears
to be favorably in line with the broader “collective consciousness” hypothesis. However, it is also
important to recognize that this result cannot yet be confidently regarded as providing clear
evidence for such a “collective consciousness” effect, primarily due to a crucial limitation
inherent in the field RNG results obtained from a small number of events.
As mentioned, evaluation of the formal event database collected by the GCP indicates
that the mean z‐score across the individual events is only about 0.33, suggesting that a small
“signal‐to‐noise” ratio is likely to be associated with these effects. Such a small ratio would
further suggest that it can often be quite difficult, on the level of each individual event, to
reliably distinguish a genuine “signal” (presumably associated with the hypothesized “collective
consciousness” effect) from the sea of background “noise” that regularly permeates the random
output produced by RNGs. In other words, in light of how small these effects tend to be, it is
entirely possible that any genuine “signal” which may be present in the data from a single event
could potentially be “drowned out” or “masked” by the background “noise,” if the “signal” is just
too weak to overcome it. Conversely, it is possible that any trend seen in the data from a single
event which may overtly look like a “signal” at first glance could actually be due to random
“drifts” in the “noise” that just happen to approach (or even exceed) the significance threshold
purely by chance (something we should expect to find occurring from time‐to‐time, as
mentioned previously). The negative trend found in the result for the matching parallel series of
control data shown in Figure 8 would appear to be in line with that expectation, for example. In
addition, it is conceivable that any directional trends observed in the matching parallel control
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data (such as that observed in the combined control data shown in Figure 9) could be due to
other “collective consciousness” effects associated with other extraneous events occurring
elsewhere in the regional areas where the RNGs are located.
The current WLGH database is small, being based on the data from only two field RNG
measures of the event, and in order to have more confidence that the significant results
obtained with the WLGH data are associated with a potentially genuine “collective
consciousness” effect, we would have to keep finding a significantly negative directional trend
(like that observed for the WLGH data in Figure 9) in the combined event data collected across
many more field RNG measurements of the “World’s Largest Ghost Hunt.” The broader
“collective consciousness” hypothesis would generally predict that such a persistently negative
directional trend will continue to show up across all of the combined WLGH event data over
time to a statistically significant degree, while any trends in the combined control data should
gradually edge closer to chance expectation. This is something that can continually be tested as
the “World’s Largest Ghost Hunt” continues to be held year after year. At the very least, the
results obtained with the WLGH data so far suggest that efforts to further test this broader
“collective consciousness” hypothesis in relation to the “World’s Largest Ghost Hunt” would be
worth pursuing further.
Conclusion
Although based on a relatively small amount of data, the statistically significant results
obtained to date with the regional field RNG data collected during the “World’s Largest Ghost
Hunt” event annually held on National Ghost Hunting Day are rather intriguing and seem to hold
some potential promise. Additional regional field RNG measurements will be taken with each
annual repeat of the event to further test the idea that the collective focus of attention and
activity synchronously occurring among the various paranormal investigation teams participating
in the “World’s Largest Ghost Hunt” may be conducive to a hypothesized “collective
consciousness” effect.
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